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AVALANCHES AND INFRASTRUCTURE DISRUPTION
NORTHERN NORWAY

• Exposed to hazards including landslides,
mudslides and avalanches due to its
topography, climate variability and extreme
weather conditions
• Communities are often remotely located but
depend on roads for transport of people,
goods and services
• Climate change is projected to change the
timing and frequency of avalanches
• Increasing societal demands of mobility and
safety
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RESEARCH APPROACH
• Focus on the localised experiences of living with and responding to avalanche risks
and road closures
• Ongoing study, qualitative methodology
• How do local communities perceive and respond to risk and disruption ?
• What are the social impacts of avalanche risk and disruption?
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LIVING WITH AVALANCHE RISK
LOCAL RISK PERCEPTIONS AND NARRATIVES

• Infrastructure disruptions seen as a nuisance
• Exposure to avalanche risk seen as intolerable
• Low confidence in current safety measure as
avalanches often happen when the road is
open
• Unpredictable conditions lead some to
experience psychological stress
HOLMBUKTURA SECTION

“Many of us experience real fear, because it is so
unpredictable…it’s dangerous at all times even when the
road is open…. there may be an avalanche. So some
experience this fear very intensely while others don’t think it
is so bad”.

“ I don’t really think too much about it. I’m not
afraid. I have driven through there so many times.
As long as the road is open, I’ll drive”.
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DEALING WITH DISRUPTIONS AND UNCERTAINTY
LOCAL RESPONSES AND STRATEGIES

• PUBLIC SCHOOL : voluntary arrangements, home schooling, lodging at headmaster’s or
relatives houses
• HEALTH CARE PROVIDER AND NURSNING HOME : preparedness and forecast, redundancy and
flexibility in working arrangements. Moving health care users to nursing home during winter,
keeping extra supplies of medicines
• LOCAL BUSINESSES : preparedness, knowing when the road is closed, storage extra supplies
• RESIDENTS : storing extra food, keeping an extra bag of clothing and toiletries, staying with
friends , family or colleagues if trapped, following weather forecasts and relying on local
knowledge for decisions, risk taking behaviour

SOCIETAL IMPACTS OF ROAD CLOSURE AND RISK
LOCAL PERSPECTIVES

• Hamper business development
• Health concerns
• Limits social life
•
• Cause stress
• Reduced viability and attractiveness
of the area

We don’t see any new houses being built on this side since I
don’t know when. I think that has something to do with the
avalanche situation. People travel more than they used to.

HOLMBUKTURA SECTION
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
• Narratives seem to have shifted from emphasizing resilience to intolerability of avalanche risk
• Influence to what extent local adaptations are judged as sufficient
• Current strategies sufficient to live with uncertainty but not to ensure community viability and
development
• Limits to local adaptive capacities, contingent on higher level risk reducing measures
• Mismatch between what local residents see as necessary and what is likely to be implemented
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